2017 ORIENTATION SCHEDULE

Monday, September 18th

9:15 am  Coffee and pastries, Noyes Lobby (outside 147 Noyes)
9:30 am  Introduction to Library Services, 147 Noyes
         Donna Wrublewski, Chemistry Librarian & Information Specialist
10:00 am Introduction to the BMB Option, 101 Schlinger
         Professor Bil Clemons
11:15 am Introduction to the BMB GSC & Women in Chemistry, 101 Schlinger
         BMB Graduate Studies
Noon    Lunch, The Athenaeum - East West Room
1:30 pm  Safety Orientation (Mandatory), 147 Noyes
         Professor Theo Agapie
5:00 pm  Dinner, Dabney Garden
         Graduate Studies

Tuesday - Wednesday, September 19th – 20th

All Day Graduated Studies Office Orientation
Refer to Graduate Orientation 2017 Schedule online:
https://www.gradoffice.caltech.edu/orientation

Monday, September 25th

10:00 am Lab Coat Fitting, 147 Noyes
2:00 pm  Lab Coat Fitting, 147 Noyes